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**QUEST Philosophical Discussions** is an African Journal of Philosophy. It intends to act as a channel of expression for thinkers in Africa, and to stimulate philosophical discussion on problems that arise out of the radical transformations Africa and Africans are undergoing.

**QUEST** includes materials on both current subjects related to Africa, and subjects of general philosophical interest, serving an international public of professional philosophers and intellectuals in other disciplines with philosophical interest. Original articles written in either English or French will be published, each with a summary in the other language.

**QUEST** appears twice per year in June and December.

**Contributions:** Articles should normally not exceed 6,000 words in length and should be accompanied by an abstract of no more than 200 words. Manuscripts should follow the citation format of the journal. Contributors should provide a short biographical note.

**Subscriptions:** US$ 35 (institutions), US$ 25 (individuals); Africa: US$ 20 (institutions), US$ 15 (individuals). Payment by credit card or cash; cheques payments should always include $9 to cover bank charges.

**Quest, c/o** Chopinweg 11, 9761 JK Eelde, the Netherlands